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Abstract 

 
As the Internet and network technologies evolve, the IP over WDM solution has 
been envisioned as the most promising solution for the next generation Internet 
architecture.  So survivability in IP/WDM networks becomes critical for the success 
of the next generation Internet architecture.  Considerable research efforts have been 
dedicated to studying the survivability in IP/GMPLS and WDM network 
respectively, but still remains the need for a better understanding of the inter-
working, coordination and functionality partitioning in survivability between IP and 
WDM.  In this paper, we explore the necessity, methods and advantages to 
coordinate multi-layer survivability in IP/WDM network.  We especially focus on 
the study of the escalation method, multi-layer network spare capacity design and 
function partitioning.  We study the use of differentiated survivability policies 
combined with a multi-layer survivability scheme for IP/WDM networks. 

Keywords 
Differentiated multi-layer IP/WDM protection, Optical network protection, IP over 
WDM networks.  

1. Introduction 

As the Internet and transport network technologies such as WDM develop, the 
integration of IP and WDM by GMPLS [39] (a further generalization of MPLS [3] 
and MPλS [4]) offers the most promising solution to the increasing demand for 
network bandwidth, intelligence as well as manageability [1, 2].  In particular, 
GMPLS offers a powerful instrument for traffic engineering, constraint-based 
routing and many other advanced services such as VPN, required by future Internet 
applications. 

With the upcoming of e-business, wide-area video-conferencing and many other 
Internet applications, it is expected that many business-critical transactions will take 
place over the Internet, which entails high availability, reliability and QoS guarantees 
from the network.  So survivability of the IP/WDM networks is essential to the 
foundation and success of the next generation Internet. 

In designing survivability options, there are many factors involved [16, 17].  The 
most important ones are: resource utilization, request blocking ratio, 



 

restoration/switching time, recovery ratio, recovery granularity, control complexity, 
tolerance of single or multiple faults and scalability.  The ideal goal is to achieve 
maximum survivability with minimum recovery time, while maintaining maximum 
resource utilization.  It is difficult to achieve all these goals at the same time and 
trade-offs between different solutions are needed.  For example, dedicated protection 
schemes usually offer faster recovery than restoration schemes, but they are less 
resource-efficient on the other hand. 

Considerable research efforts have been dedicated to the study of survivability 
mechanisms in WDM and IP/GMPLS network respectively [5-15].  But still remains 
the need for research focused on the inter-working, coordination and functionality 
partitioning of survivability mechanisms in IP/GMPLS and WDM.  In order to 
provide a comprehensive and globally efficient survivable network service, an 
optimal integration between the survivability mechanisms at these two different 
layers is required.  The survivability mechanisms in WDM layer are faster, coarser-
grained (per wavelength or fiber) and more scalable than those in IP/GMPLS layer, 
but they cannot handle faults occurring at IP/GMPLS layer, such as router fault and 
service degradation in IP layer.  On the other hand, the survivability mechanisms at 
IP/GMPLS layer besides handling errors at this layer they offer finer-grained service 
to different traffics, but they are usually slower and less scalable than their 
counterparts in WDM layer.  For example a single WDM link failure might result in 
failure of thousands of IP layer traffic. Also knowledge of WDM layer topology is 
needed to guarantee WDM layer diversity for backup path in IP layer [18].  
Therefore, it is natural to integrate the survivability mechanisms in both IP/GMPLS 
and WDM layers. 

As the Internet is becoming the global communication infrastructure, there are a 
wide variety of applications with different requirements for network reliability 
running over Internet.  It would be desirable to provide 100% resilience guarantee to 
all the traffic over Internet, but this is both unrealistic and unnecessary. For example 
some applications, such as email, do not need the same high reliability as real-time 
medical or banking information.  Also it is not cost-efficient to provide equal 
resilience to all different type of traffics running over the Internet.  Thus, it would be 
more realistic to provide different level of network survivability to different traffic 
types in accordance with the respective Service Level Agreement (SLA) and try to 
maximize the network utilization. 

A better trade-off between survivability and network utilization can be reached 
by adapting the survivability mechanisms to the changing state of network resource, 
such as bandwidth.  For example, when network resources are scarce, the 
survivability of lower priority traffic might be relaxed to accommodate more higher 
priority traffic.  This is justifiable since network faults, such as fiber cut, in general 
are not very frequent event. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we analyze the 
network architecture, IP/WDM network model and WDM transport network 
topology adopted here. In Section 3, we analyze the properties of different 
survivability schemes in both IP/GMPLS and WDM layers. Then in Section 4, we 
analyze in detail the differentiated resilience services required and the association of 
different survivability mechanisms with different traffic under different network 



 

state.  We discuss the multi-layer survivability issues in Section 5. The conclusion 
and future work plan is drawn in Section 6. 

2. IP/WDM Network Architecture 

The integration of IP and WDM is facilitated by the development of GMPLS[39] as 
a generalization of MPLS [3] and its lambda variant MPλS [4].  By using lambda as 
the label for Label Switched Path (LSP), GMPLS offers an effective control plane 
alternative to optical network and provides the opportunity of seamless integration of 
IP and WDM. The lightpath created by GMPLS in optical domain works as a LSP 
tunnel for end-to-end LSP in IP domain [4].  

There are basically three models for integrating IP/WDM networks: overlay 
model, peer model and integrated model [1, 2, 18, 19].  The overlay model is likely 
to be adopted in the near-term rapid deployment IP/WDM networks.  Due to their 
overall simplified management and control structures, the peer and integrated models 
are likely to be adopted in the long run for highly dynamic IP/WDM networks, when 
supporting vendor hardware and software will be available [18].  In this paper, we 
only consider the overlay model.  The schemes for multi-layer survivability in peer 
and integrated models are for further study. 

The topology of WDM networks is another important architectural issue that 
needs careful attention when designing survivability mechanisms.  There are mainly 
three different WDM topologies: point-to-point, optical ring and optical mesh [18, 
20].  The mesh configuration is more flexible than the other options. It is shown in 
[20] that the cost reduction in 10 Gb/s optics would make the optical mesh 
architecture even more attractive.  So, the next generation Internet backbone would 
be a flexible, reconfigurable and reliable mesh optical network with OXCs connected 
to one another.  Consequently we only consider optical mesh network in this paper. 

3. Survivability Mechanisms in IP/WDM Mesh Networks 

Before exploring the differentiated and multi-layer survivability issues in IP/WDM 
network, we first summarize the different protection/restoration schemes in 
IP/GMPLS and WDM layers respectively 

3.1 Survivability Schemes in WDM Mesh Networks 

Extensive research work has been dedicated to survivability options for WDM mesh 
networks [5-10, 21-23].  Here we first present an overview of those survivability 
options, and then analyze their respective properties with respect to some evaluation 
criteria, such as protection switching/restoration time and capacity utilization. 

Generally speaking, there are two basic paradigms for WDM mesh network [5-
7], illustrated in figure 1: (a) path protection/restoration and (b) link 
protection/restoration.  
 
Path protection/restoration  

In path protection, the source and destination nodes of each connection statically 
reserve backup paths on an end-to-end basis during call setup.  In path restoration, 
the source and destination nodes of each connection that traverses a failed link 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Protection schemes in WDM mesh network 
dynamically discover a backup route on an end-to-end basis (such a backup path 
could be on a different wavelength channel) after the link failure.  
• In Dedicated-path protection (1+1 or 1:1 protection), at the time of call setup for 

each primary path, a link-disjoint backup path and wavelength are reserved, and 
dedicated to that call.  In 1:1 protection, the backup path could be used to carry 
other preemptible traffic, but when there is link failure in the corresponding 
primary path, the backup path will be used to carry traffic in the primary path 
again. 

• In Shared-path protection, at the time of call setup for a primary path, a link-
disjoint backup path and wavelength are also reserved.  However, the backup 
wavelength reserved on the links of the backup path may be shared with other 
backup paths, which make this solution more cost effective than dedicated-path 
protection.  

• In Path restoration, the source and destination nodes of each connection 
traversing the failed link discover a backup route and wavelength on an end-to-
end basis; such a backup path could be on a different wavelength channel.  The 
backup route is discovered either by some distributed algorithm using flooding 
[6] or by computation at the source node if it has QoS routing information about 
the WDM network.  

 
Link protection/restoration 

In link protection/restoration, all the connections that traverse the failed link are 
rerouted around that link.  The link switch-over is transparent to the source and 
destination nodes.  In link protection, during call setup, backup paths and wavelength 
are reserved around each link of the primary path.  In link restoration, the end-nodes 
of the failed link dynamically discover a route around the link, for each wavelength 
that traverses the link.  Shared-link protection and link restoration mechanisms work 
similarly as their path counterparts.  Dedicated-link protection is not considered in 
this paper, because in general, it may not be possible to allocate a dedicated backup 
path around each link of the primary call, and on the same wavelength as the primary 
path [5]. 

Different survivability schemes mentioned above have different characteristics.  
Generally, link-level schemes provide faster recovery while path-level mechanisms 
provide better resource (such as bandwidth) utilization and higher restoration ratio.  
The protection schemes offer shorter recovery time while the restoration options 
offer better resource utilization.  Usually, the restoration time is hundreds of 
milliseconds (200 ms or so), while the protection switching time is less than a 
hundred milliseconds (50ms or so).  Also it is usually less complex to control  
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Table 1: Comparison of survivability schemes in WDM mesh network 

WDM Survivability 
Mechanisms 

Resource 
Utilization 

Protection 
Switching / 
Restoration 
Speed 

Recovery 
Ratio 
(Efficiency) 

Ease of 
Control 

Dedicated path 
Protection 

** **** **** **** 

Shared Path 
Protection 

*** *** **** ** 

 
 
Path 
Level 

Path Restoration **** * *** * 

Shared Link 
Protection 

* **** **** ***  
Link 
Level Link Restoration **** ** ** * 

 

(Note: the more star in a block, the better the corresponding mechanism.)

protection that to control restoration.  The detailed qualitative comparison result is 
shown in Table 1. 

In protection schemes (path/link level, dedicated/shared), there are spare 
resources reserved for each protected part while those resources are not used under 
normal conditions.  So restoration usually has better resource utilization than 
protection.  Shared protection means multiple protected parts share the same spare 
resource, while dedicated protection means each protected part has dedicated spare 
resource.  So shared protection schemes usually have better resource utilization than 
dedicated resource utilization. 

As for recovery time, protection usually takes shorter time to recover from 
failure than restoration does.  This is because the protection path has been found 
before failure, while in restoration it is needed to dynamically search for the alternate 
path.  Link restoration tries to find the alternate path locally while path restoration 
tries to find the alternate path globally, so link restoration usually takes less time to 
find the alternate path.  Path protection usually also takes longer time than link 
protection does. 

During network failure, it is possible that not all the affected traffic could be 
restored.  We refer recovery ratio (efficiency) as the ratio of the recovered traffic to 
the total of affected traffic.  In protection scheme, the affected traffic is usually 
guaranteed to be recovered from failure because there is dedicated spare network 
resource for it, while in restoration scheme there is no such guarantee.  So, protection 
schemes usually have higher restoration ratio than restoration schemes.  

In view of control complexity, it is usually easier to control failure-recovery 
operation in protection schemes because the protection path has already been fixed 
beforehand while in restoration schemes, the alternate path is found on the fly, which 
means more coordination of network and more control. 



 

3.2 Survivability Schemes in IP/GMPLS 

In traditional IP networks, survivability is achieved by rerouting, which is flexible 
but slow due to the slow routing information convergence after failure.  The 
introduction of MPLS/GMPLS into IP domain has offered chances of fast rerouting 
in IP networks, which does not necessarily require complete routing information 
convergence, especially in the case of single link or node failure.  So, we only 
consider survivability schemes in GMPLS domain in this paper.  Actually, the idea 
of traditional IP rerouting is also reflected in GMPLS path restoration.  

A Label Switched Path (LSP) is a connection between an ingress Label 
Switching Router (LSR) and an egress LSR, consisting of a sequence of LSRs.  
Every packet going from the ingress LSR to the egress LSR has a label that uniquely 
identifies the path this packet should take.  Upon arriving at each LSR in the LSP, 
the packet is switched according to the label it carries as well as the ingress port it 
arrives and it will be assigned a new label and sent to an appropriate outgoing 
channel along the LSP [3].  It behaves just like a lightpath in WDM network.  So 
most survivability ideas or schemes in WDM network could be adapted to fit into 
GMPLS domain.  But there are still some differences between GMPLS and WDM 
layer that need to be handled in survivability schemes.  One major difference 
between a lightpath and a LSP is that a LSP could be reserved with zero resource, 
such as bandwidth, consumption, but whenever a lightpath is reserved, the 
corresponding wavelengths along the lightpath have to be reserved at the same time.  
Another difference is that a LSP is much finer-grained than a lightpath, which means 
more flexibility and complexity at the same time.  

In [11-15] is presented extensive research about chances and possible options 
for survivability in GMPLS layer and they have proposed many survivability 
schemes for GMPLS. Similar to survivability schemes in WDM mesh network, there 
are basically two levels of resilience scheme in GMPLS, illustrated in figure 2: (a) 
Global protection/ restoration and (b) local protection/restoration.  

The characteristics of different survivability schemes in IP/GMPLS are similar 
to those in WDM mesh networks.  Generally, local schemes are simpler and provide 
faster recovery (protection-switching or restoration) while global mechanisms 
provide better resource (such as bandwidth) utilization and higher restoration ratio; 
and protection schemes offer shorter recovery time while restoration options offer 
better resource utilization.  Usually, the protection switching time is under a hundred 
milliseconds (50ms or so), while the restoration time is much longer (hundreds of 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Protection schemes in IP/GMPLS 
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Table 2: Comparison of survivability schemes in IP/GMPLS 

WDM Survivability 
Mechanisms 

Resource 
Utilization 

Protection 
Switching / 
Restoration 
Speed 

Recovery 
Ratio 
(Efficiency) 

Ease of 
Control 

1+1 Protection ** **** **** **** 

1:1 & 1:N 
Protection  

*** *** **** ** 

 
 
Global 
repair 

Restoration **** * *** * 

Protection * **** **** *** Local 
repair 

Restoration **** ** ** * 

 
seconds), which are outstanding improvement upon the restoration time of tens of 
seconds in traditional IP rerouting [25].  The detailed qualitative comparison result is 
illustrated in Table 2. 

4. Differentiated Survivability Service in IP/WDM Mesh Network 

It would be desirable to provide 100% resilience guarantee to all the traffic over 
Internet, but this is both unrealistic and inefficient.  Also it would be unreasonable to 
provide more than 100% capacity overbuild to guarantee 100% network availability 
for example to email traffic.  On the other hand, business-critical online transactions 
might require very high network availability and reliability, because the cost of 
traffic losses in this case would be very high.  So, in the new global and business 
oriented Internet an important requirement will be to provide differentiated 
survivability services to different types of traffic, with higher priority traffic enjoying 
higher network availability for the appropriate payment.  

According to analysis in [16, 17, 26-29], the application traffic might be divided 
into four different categories requiring different levels of network survivability:  

• High-resilience-requirement traffic.  This type of traffic includes mission-critical 
VoIP or multimedia services, remote database transactions, critical control 
terminals and E-commerce applications. 

• Medium-resilience-requirement traffic.  Application traffic of this class includes 
Application Service Provisioning (ASP), standard VoIP and multimedia 
applications, etc.   

• Low-resilience-requirement traffic.  Traffic in this category includes e-mail, FTP 
or standard WWW, etc.  
Besides providing differentiated survivability service by traffic type, the 

survivability policies might also be adapted according to different states of network 
resources, such as bandwidth, to make even better use of existing network resources.  
When network resource is abundant, higher availability guarantee might be provided 



 

to all the traffic; when network resources at a lower level, relatively high network 
availability might be provided to mission-critical traffic, while reducing the 
availability guarantee to the less critical traffic.  This solution can lead to a better 
trade off between network utilization and protection of high priority traffic.  Thus, 
the respective survivability schemes adopted in WDM and IP/GMPLS layers would 
depend both on the importance, priority of the traffic itself and on the network state. 

Based on the idea of differentiated survivability service according to different 
traffic type and network state, together with the different characteristics of different 
survivability schemes in WDM and IP/GMPLS layers, we have developed a strategy 
about how to choose differentiated survivability services under different conditions 
(network state and traffic types) to maximize the network resource utilization. The 
differentiated-survivability-service policy in IP/GMPLS layer is illustrated in Table 
3.   

Under conditions of abundant spare network resources, it is reasonable as well 
as feasible to provide 1+1 or 1:1 global protection or local protection to traffic of 
high-resilience requirement to guarantee high network availability.  For traffic with 
medium-resilience requirement, it would be provided 1:N global protection to 
guarantee relatively high network availability while do not waste network resource 
too much, enabling more traffic supported by the network.  For traffic of low-
resilience requirement, it is needed just to provide dynamic local restoration, because 
of its tolerance of network interruption and our purpose to use the network resources 
efficiently.  

Under conditions of medium spare network resources, it is feasible to provide 
1:N global protection for traffic with high-resilience requirement to conserve some 
network spare resource while still maintaining good enough network availability.  
For traffic of medium-resilience requirement, it is justifiable to provide local 
restoration with pre-computed backup path, thus providing fast recovery while 
minimizing spare network resource consumption.  For traffic with low-resilience 
requirement, we only need to provide dynamic global restoration to maximize 
network resource usage while maintaining some survivability to the low-resilience-
requirement traffic. 

 
Table 3: Differentiated Survivability Services at IP/GMPLS layer 

Requirement 
 

No (scarce) 
Network Resource 

Medium Network 
Resource 

Abundant Network 
Resource 

Low 
Resilience  

Traffic Dropped  
(no recovery) 

Global Restoration 
(dynamic backup 
path discovery) 

Local Restoration 
(dynamic backup 
path discovery) 

Medium 
Resilience  

Global Restoration 
(dynamic backup 
path discovery) 

Local Restoration 
(pre-computed 
backup path) 

1:N Global 
Protection 

High 
Resilience  

Local Restoration 
(pre-computed 
backup LSP) 

1:N Global 
Protection 

1+1 or 1:1 Global 
or Local Protection 

  



 

Table 4: Differentiated Survivability Services in WDM layer 

Requirement No(scarce) 
Network Resource 

Scarce Network 
Resource 

Abundant Network 
Resource 

Low Resilience  Traffic Dropped  
(no recovery) 

Path Restoration 
(dynamic backup 
path discovery) 

Link Restoration 

Medium 
Resilience  

Path Restoration 
(dynamic backup 
path discovery) 

Link Restoration 1:N Shared Path 
Protection 

High 
Resilience  

Path Restoration 
(with pre-computed 
backup path) 

1:N Shared Path 
Protection 

1+1 or 1:1 Dedicated 
Path Protection or 
Shared Link Protection 

 
Under conditions of no or scarce spare network resources, it is reasonable to 

provide local restoration with pre-computed backup path for traffic with high-
resilience requirement to maintain relatively fast recovery.  For traffic of medium-
resilience requirement, it might be provided dynamic global restoration to optimize 
usage of network resource while maintaining a certain degree of network 
survivability. The low-resilience requirement traffic might just be dropped to free 
some spare network resources for traffic requiring high network availability. 
The differentiated-survivability-service policy in WDM layer is illustrated in Table 
4.  The analysis is similar to that for Table 3, so we leave it out here for brevity. 

5. Multi-layer coordination for differentiated survivability 
services in IP/WDM mesh networks 

When designing survivability schemes at both IP/GMPLS and WDM layers, it is 
required to coordinate carefully recovery actions at these two layers, otherwise 
unexpected results might come up due to the function duplication at both layers.  For 
example, when a fiber cut happens in the network, there might be multiple fault 
notification information occurring at both layers, which results in parallel recovery 
actions at both layers.  In this case, it might be unnecessary for IP/GMPLS layer to 
do any recovery action if the fault could be taken care of completely by WDM layer.  
But recovery actions at IP/GMPLS layer do happen if not coordinated properly, 
which means waste of network resources.  Even worse the recovery actions at both 
layers might take place at the same time, when network resource is rather scarce.  In 
this case there is resource (such as bandwidth) competition between IP/GMPLS and 
WDM and no recovery action at both layers might get the necessary resource to 
proceed.  This can lead to failure to recover from the network fault, which might 
have been possible if there was no resource competition between the two layers.  

In the next sections we will focus (a) recovery strategy in IP/WDM network: 
where to start recovery after failure, at IP/GMPLS layer or WDM layer? (b) what are 
the escalation mechanisms between WDM and IP/GMPLS layers? (c) multi-layer 
spare capacity design: how to design multi-layer spare capacity in the network? 



 

5.1 Multi-layer recovery approach in IP/WDM network 

There are two possible ways to recover from a network failure: recovery at 
IP/GMPLS layer or at WDM layer [30, 35, 36]. 

Recovery at IP/GMPLS layer has several advantages: (a) if a failure (either in 
IP/GMPLS layer or in WDM) in network could be recovered in any way, then it 
could be recovered in IP/GMPLS layer; (b) since survivability schemes in 
IP/GMPLS layer is finer-grained that those in WDM layer (a IP/GMPLS-layer single 
flow vs. a whole wavelength or optical fiber), it would be easier and more efficient to 
offer differentiated survivability in IP/GMPLS layer (as discussed in Section 4).  On 
the other hand, recovery only at IP/GMPLS layer has some disadvantages: (a) 
recovery time at IP/GMPLS layer (above the order of hundreds of milliseconds) is 
usually higher than that in WDM layer (under the order of hundreds of milliseconds); 
(b) when a single fiber cut or other failure occurs at WDM layer, there might be 
thousands of IP/GMPLS traffic flows that are influenced by this failure.  If it is 
adopted a recovery schemes at GMPLS layer to handle this kind of network failure, 
there would be thousands of recovery process at IP/GMPLS layer; however, if it is 
recovered this WDM-layer failure at WDM layer, only one recovery process 
involved.  So recovery at IP/GMPLS layer is less scalable than that at WDM layer.  

On the other hand, recovery at WDM layer has the strength that IP/GMPLS-
layer survivability schemes lack. WDM-layer recovery is faster and more scalable 
than that at IP/GMPLS layer.  But it has some disadvantages too, which coincide 
with the advantages of IP/GMPLS-layer survivability schemes.  WDM-layer 
recovery cannot handle component failures at IP/GMPLS layer (such as IP router 
failure).  It is coarser-grained than that at IP/GMPLS layer, thus less efficient at 
providing differentiated survivability service.  

Based upon the analysis above, we could see that recovery at the lowest possible 
layer is better suited to IP/WDM networks.  That is, (a) if a failure occurs at WDM 
layer, first it should be tried to recover it at WDM layer using corresponding 
survivability schemes at this layer; if this attempt fails, then it should be initiated 
recovery at IP/GMPLS layer; (b) if a failure happens at IP/GMPLS layer, it should 
be tried to recover it at IP/GMPLS layer only.  

5.2 Interworking strategy between IP/GMPLS and WDM layers 

Generally, two options were identified concerning the activation: starting the 
recovery schemes at different layers in parallel or starting them sequentially [30].  
According to analysis in section 5.1, we will discuss the sequential escalation 
strategy in IP/WDM networks, because it has less control complexity.  So, if a 
WDM-layer failure occurs, recovery actions at WDM layer and IP/GMPLS layer 
will be initiated sequentially, with WDM-layer actions initiated first.  So the major 
problem is how and when to escalate the fault detected in WDM layer to IP/GMPLS 
layer.  

References [35-38] suggested using a hold-off timer properly managed in 
IP/GMPLS layer to solve the escalation issue.  The ‘hold-off timer’ is the interval 
between the detection of a failure at a LSR, and the generation of the first Fault 
Indication Signal (FIS) message, to allow time for lower layer protection to take 
effect.  So, in order to avoid parallel recovery actions in IP/GMPLS and WDM 



 

layers, the hold-off timer should be long enough (in order of hundreds of 
milliseconds for WDM-layer restoration) to accommodate the time needed for 
WDM-layer recovery actions to finish, either succeed or fail.  If it succeeds, no 
recovery action in IP/GMPLS layer is needed; if it fails, IP/GMPLS FIS is generated 
and recovery action in IP/GMPLS layer is initiated.  More intelligently, the hold-off 
timer at IP/GMPLS layer might be adaptive to the traffic it carries, because different 
traffic with different resilience requirement is supported by different survivability 
schemes at WDM layer, which means different recovery times at WDM layer.  

5.3 Spare capacity design in IP/GMPLS and WDM layers 

Since transmission and switching resources are very expensive, optimization of spare 
resources is very important for both operators and users [30, 31].  Multi-layer 
survivability implies providing multiple spare capacity pools, each dedicated to a 
particular network layer.  Since capacity of IP/GMPLS layer is carried by WDM 
layer, this results in a reservation of resources in all layers.  Such redundant 
protection could be avoided by treating working and backup IP/GMPLS layer path 
(capacity) differently in WDM layers.  In [30, 31] there are proposed the ideas of 
‘protection selectivity’ and ‘common pool’ for ATM/SDH network, which could be 
introduced into IP/WDM networks little modifications. 

‘Protection selectivity’ means that in the server layer, so WDM layer, the paths 
carrying client layer, IP/GMPLS layer, spare capacity can be left unprotected [30].  
In this case, network resource requirements in WDM layer is reduced because not all 
IP/GMPLS capacity requires protection.  But WDM layer still needs to dedicate 
some resources to carry the IP/GMPLS layer spare capacity.  The utilization of the 
WDM layer resources can be further improved by sharing spare capacity across 
layers through the idea of ‘common pool survivability’ [30].  In common pool 
survivability, the spare capacity of the IP/GMPLS layer is treated as extra traffic in 
the WDM layer, thus is carried on unprotected preemptible paths. The spare capacity 
at the WDM layer is planned to protect the IP/GMPLS layer paths carrying the actual 
traffic.  With common pool survivability, the WDM layer spare capacity is reused by 
a higher-layer recovery scheme.  Little or not additional WDM layer resources are 
thus required to support the IP/GMPLS spare capacity, which is now carried in the 
reserve capacity provisioned for WDM layer survivability [30].  

So, ‘common pool survivability’ enables better network resource utilization than 
both ‘protection selectivity’ and traditional schemes.  It is appropriate for most traffic 
of medium or low network-resilience-requirements.  But it might not provide 
adequate guarantee of network availability for traffic of high-resilience-requirement.  
For example, it is possible that some failures at both IP/GMPLS and WDM layers 
occur.  Suppose the failure happens to ‘primary LSP’ at IP/GMPLS layer and to 
‘backup lightpath’ at WDM layer. Both layers will adopt some form of recovery 
action.  In the case of common pool survivability, the IP/GMPLS protection traffic is 
treated as extra preemptible traffic in WDM layer.  So when IP/GMPLS layer 
initiates protection switching, there might be no WDM layer lightpath to support it, 
which leads to failing to recover the high-resilience-requirement traffic from network 
failure.  



 

So, for traffic with medium or low network-resilience requirement, ‘common 
pool survivability’ should be used with the IP/GMPLS-layer protected traffic 
(capacity) treated as traffic with low-resilience requirement (see Section 4) in WDM 
layer.  For traffic with high network-resilience requirement, ‘protection selectivity’ 
scheme should be used with IP/GMPLS-layer protected traffic treated as traffic with 
high or medium network-resilience-requirement in WDM layer (see Section 4).  

6. Conclusion 

Based upon WDM mesh network and overlay IP/WDM model, we first analyzed the 
properties of different survivability schemes in IP/GMPLS and WDM layers from 
the perspectives of network resource utilization, protection-switching time or 
restoration time, recovery ratio and control complexity.  

Then we proposed and analyzed a differentiated network resilience service 
scheme for both IP/GMPLS and WDM layers by integrating these three factors: 
network resilience requirement, spare network resource state and different 
survivability schemes in IP/GMPLS and WDM layers.  

Finally, we analyzed critical issues in multi-layer coordination for providing 
differentiated survivability services in IP/WDM networks, such as function 
partitioning, multi-layer recovery approach, inter-working strategy between 
IP/GMPLS and WDM layers and the spare capacity design in IP/WDM networks.  
The proposed solutions are based on differentiated survivability service in multi-
layer IP/WDM architecture. 

The ideas in this paper are mainly based on qualitative analysis. The next step 
we are going to take is to combine these differentiated multi-layer survivability ideas 
into underlying routing schemes and quantitatively analyze different schemes.  
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